
This  Graphic  Novel  was
Created  as  a  class room  project
The intent  was  to  come  up  with a 
personal  story  and drafts   for graphic  novel

Working  in  this  graphic novel  was  a  wonderful
Experience,  because it was my first  attempt  on this 
medium, also  this  made  me  to  remember  the incident
from  my childhood  my  people,  place  and  activities  which  i  did................ 
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Monsoon in Kerala caught
 me splashing wildly in flooded 

paddy fields, mud between my toes,
kicking around a football
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It  was hardly a  five-minute walk
 from the ground. The well was a 

small one but her deep glistening
 water ran 50-60 ft 
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After  each game, The boys 
and I walked to a well nearby

the fields

Time dove wit us into her 
shimmering
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our spirits rising with every giggle
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one morning, a friend of mine ran 
frantically to my house, panting  and 

coughing and only the setting sun 
could send us home

he told me of a dead body
that had floated to the
 the surface of the well,

Our well.......
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it was a old women, athick rope tied to 
her waist ,the often  end to a rock
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the rock had sunk to the bottom,
pulling her frail down into  it's depths
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vision of her sunken
body stole my sleep 

for months.
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I turned somber, the well water 
no longer caressing me but
 weighing me down. I felt her 

in every lifeless lap.
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she invaded my dreams, starting me 
awake in the middle of the night 
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my only comfort place was sleeping
 besides my grandmother, her old heart 

beating rhythmically with my own. 
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Eventually,  I  was  able  to  let 
go of  her, neither she drifted

away hand and as I smiled I thought
 I saw a smile on her pale lips 
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